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In this note a definition of connected sets of a matroid is given. Several natural 
results concerning connected sets are proved with this definition. 
The purpose of this note is to present a definition of connected sets of a 
matroid. For the development let V be a finite set of points and &Y a matroid 
on %? as given in [l]. For each K E M and x E K we call K - x = P a tie. 
Further, we will say that P connects x. Using these notions we can now give 
a constructive definition of the connected subsets of %Y determined by .H. 
(I) Each x E %? is connected. 
(2) Each tie is connected. 
(3) If E C %7 is connected and x E cl(E), the closure of E, then E + x is 
connected. 
(4) If E C V is connected with x E E and P is a tie which connects x 
then (E u P) - x is connected. 
Any set E C V that can be constructed by sequentially applying (1) through 
(4) is called a connected set. 
It is easily seen that the connected sets, for the matroid of circuits of a 
complete graph, gives a notion equivalent to the usual graph-theoretic 
notion of connected graphs. Further, this notion of connected sets of a 
matroid should be seen to be different from that of non-separability which 
in matroid theory is sometimes called connectedness. 
To indicate the reasonableness of this definition we now prove two natural 
properties of connected sets. Our first result in this regard concerns the 
union of connected sets which intersect. This requires a lemma. 
LEMMA. Let E C 9?. Then E is connected if and only ifcl(E) is connected. 
Proof. If E is connected then cl(E) is connected by applying (3). 
Conversely, suppose cl(E) is connected. Let E C F C cl(E) where F is con- 
nected and let x E F - E. Then there is a tie P C E which connects x. Thus, 
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(F v P) - x = F - x is connected. By induction then it is seen that E is 
connected. 
From this lemma, we can now bring our first natural property of connected 
sets. 
THEOREM. Suppose for each C E J, card C > 2. If H and K are connected 
sets of V and H n K # o, then H u K is connected. 
Proof The proof is by induction on the number of steps required to 
construct K. Of course if K is a singleton then H u K = His connected. 
Suppose then that K is tie. Let w E V so that K + w is a circuit. We now 
argue cases. 
Case 1. w E H. In this case K connects w E H and hence by (4), 
(H u K) - w is connected. Now as KC (H u K) - w, it follows that 
UJ E cl[(H u K) - w] so that by (3), H u K is connected. 
Case 2. w 4 H. Since H n K # 0 we let x E H n K. Let P = 
K + w - x a tie. Thus, P connects x in H and so by (4) (H u P) - x is 
connected. By (3), H u P is connected. As KC H u P and K connects w, 
by(4)(HuPuK)- w = H u K is connected. 
Suppose now that the theorem is true for all H and K satisfying the 
hypothesis so that K can be constructed in t < n steps. Now suppose Hand K 
are connected with H n K # % and K constructible in n steps. Let Kl denote 
the connected set which is built in n - 1 steps when constructing K. We 
now argue cases. 
Case 1. Suppose K = Kl + x where x E cl(K,). Suppose first that 
x $ H. Then H n Kl # o. Thus, by the induction hypothesis H u Kl is 
connected. Further, as Kl C H u Kl it follows that x E cl(H u Kl) so that 
by (3) H u Kl + x = H u K is connected. 
Suppose now that x E H. As x E cl(K,) there is a tie P C Kl so that P + x 
is a circuit. Hence, by (4), (H u P) - x is connected. By (3), H u P is 
connected. Finally, as (H u P) n Kl # 0, by the induction hypothesis 
H u P u Kl = H u K is connected. 
Case 2. Suppose K = (Kl u P) - x where P is a tie which connects 
x E Kl . Suppose first that H n Kl # %. In this case, by the induction 
hypothesis H u Kl is connected. As P connects x E H u Kl, by (4), 
(H u Kl u P) - x is connected. If x $ H, it follows that H u [(Kl u P) - x] = 
H u K is connected. Thus, suppose x E H. For this, as (H u Kl U P) - x is 
connected and x E cl[(H u Kl u P) - x], H u Kl u P is connected. Hence 
H u [(Kl u P) - x] = H u Kl u P is connected. 
Now suppose H n K1 = %. Thus, H n P # m. Thus by the induction 
hypothesis H u P is connected. As P connects x, by (3) (H u P) + x is 
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connected. Now ((H u P) + x) n KI f D and hence by the induction 
hypothesis ((H u P) + x) u KI = (H u K1 u P) + x is connected. As P 
connects x, it follows by (4) that H U [(KI u P) - x)] = H u Kis connected. 
Thus if K can be constructed in n steps the theorem can be established. 
Hence, the theorem follows by induction. 
This theorem can be generalized as follows: 
COROLLARY. Suppose for each C E A, card C 3 2. If H and K are 
connected sets of 97 and cl(H) n cl(K) # D then H U K is connected. 
Proof. As H and K are connected sets, cl(H) and cl(K) are connected 
by the Lemma. Hence, by the Theorem cl(H) u cl(K) is connected. Now, 
since cl[cl(H) u cl(K)] = cl(H u K), it follows that cl(H u K) is connected 
and hence H u K is connected. 
The second natural property concerning connected sets is a characterization 
of connected sets in terms of ties. For this we bring the following. 
THEOREM. Suppose for each C E A, card C 3 3. Then a nonempty subset 
E of V is connected if and only iffor distinct x and y in E, there is a sequence 
P 1 ,...> P, of ties with Pi C E, for each i, where Pi n Pj # in; and x E PI , 
YEPr. 
Proof. For the sufficiency of the given condition, note that E can be 
covered by intersecting connected sets. Thus by the previous theorem, 
E is connected. 
The proof of the necessity of the condition follows by induction on the 
number of steps used in constructing E. If card E = 1 or E is a tie then the 
theorem holds. Thus suppose the theorem holds for all connected sets which 
can be constructed in t < n steps. Now suppose E is a connected set which 
can be constructed in n steps. We argue cases. 
Case 1. Suppose E = E1 + z where E1 is a connected set which can be 
constructed in n - 1 steps and z E cl(E,). If x, y are in E1 , the existence 
of the tie sequence specified in the theorem follows by the induction hypo- 
thesis. Thus consider x, z E E. Since z E cl(E,) there is a circuit C in &’ 
such that z is in C and C C E. Let w E (C n E) - z and set P = C - w. 
Since card(C n E1) >, 2, P n E1 # m. Let y be an element in P n E1 . 
By the induction hypothesis, there is a sequence of paths PI, P, ,..., P, 
such that Pi C E1 , for each i, with Pi n Pi+* # % and x E PI, y E P, . 
Hence the sequence P, , P, ,..., P, , P satisfies the theorem. 
Case 2. Suppose E = (E, u C) - z where E1 is a connected set which 
can be constructed in n - 1 steps and C is a circuit such that C - -? connects 
z~E,. 
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For this case we first show that if P C E + z is a tie containing z, then for 
w,EP-zthereisatieQ,CEwithw,EQIandQ,n(C-z)# o. 
For this, if w1 E P n C then set QI = C - z. Thus, suppose w1 E P - C. 
Let w be such that P + w is a circuit. Since (P + w) n C # 0, there is a 
circuit C, with w,EC~C[(P+W)UC]-z and C,n(C-z)# 0. 
Recalling that card C, 3 3, if w E C, - (C - z) set q = wand Q, = C, - q. 
If w $ C, - (C - z), there is still some q E C, where q # w1 so that if we set 
Q1=C1-qthenQ,n(C-z)# @,wIEQ,,z$Q,andQ,CE. 
Continuing with the argument of case 2, let x and y be in E. It is clear 
by the induction hypothesis that there are ties PI, Pz ,..., P, such that 
P,CE,uC where PinPi+l# 0 for i= 1,2,...,s- 1, XEP~, REP,. 
Without loss of generality we assume that z is in at most two adjacent 
members of the sequence. We again argue cases. 
Case 2a. Suppose z E Pi with the adjacent members of Pi in the sequence 
not containing z. 
If Pi = P, and w E P, n Pz then from the above remark there is a tie 
Q1 C E such that x E QI with Q1 n (C - z) # IZI and a tie Q, C E such 
that w E Qz with Q, n (C - z) # ia. Thus Q, and Qz are ties in E and we 
reconstruct the sequence of ties by replacing PI with Q1 , C - z, Q, . 
If Pi # PI, a similar adjustment to the sequence of ties can be made 
so that the original tie sequence can be adjusted in such a manner so that a 
member of the adjusted sequence contains z only when an adjacent member 
of the adjusted sequence contains z. 
Case 2b. Suppose z E Pi n Pi,l . 
Let w1 E PieI n Pi or if i = 1 let w1 = x. From our remark there is a tie Q1 
in E such that w1 E Q, and QI n (C - z) # 0. Similarly, let w2 E P,+1 n Pi+z 
or if i + 1 = s, let w2 = y. Again there is a tie QZ in E such that w2 E Q, 
and Q, n (C - z) # 0. Now replace Pi , Pi+l in the sequence of ties 
by PI , C - z, Q, . 
From case 2a and case 2b, it follows that the tie sequence P, , P2 ,..., P, 
can be adjusted to form a tie sequence satisfying the theorem. Hence the 
result follows by induction. 
Based on this theorem, we can also characterize connected sets in terms 
of nonseparable matroids as follows. 
COROLLARY. Let E _C V with card E > 3. Then E is connected if and 
only if the matroid A! x (cl(E)), th e contraction of A? to cl(E), is nonseparable 
and cl(E) = UCE~~C~(E)) C. 
Proof. Suppose first that E is connected. Then by the theorem, each 
point of cl(E) belongs to a circuit C !G cl(E). Further, by the intersection 
property of the ties in the theorem, 4 x (cl(E)) is nonseparable. 
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Conversely, suppose A4 x (cl(E)) is nonseparable and cl(E)= UCEd’z(C1(E))C. 
As cl(E) is nonseparable, cl(E) is connected and hence E is connected. 
These results then provide several characterizations of connected sets. 
In conclusion then, the definition of connected sets of a matroid, intro- 
duced in this paper, can be used to develop some rather general results 
concerning connectivity. The definition of connected sets however depends 
on the matroid being used on V. For a finite graph G, the natural choice 
for the matroid would be the set of circuits of the complete graph having 
the same vertices as G. It seems reasonable then to expect that if a suitable 
notion of complete matroid could be found, then many other results on 
connectivity of finite graphs could also be established in a more general 
setting. 
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